
Special data points of 

interest: 

 Volatility is exceptionally 

low. 

 We’ve gone 625 days 

without a 3 percent 

daily change in stocks. 

 Margin debt has declined 

significantly.  

 Home equity debt is 

expanding. 

 All markets are range-

bound. 

The Economist: “The most notable thing in the financial markets today is the 
absence of anything notable: volatility has collapsed to near-historic lows.” Thus 

volatility barely exists and complacency rules the day. We have gone 625 days 

without a 3 percent daily move in stocks (a 7-year low on the VIX too; see the 

Chart of the Week below), Bonds (the tightest 3-month range in 35 years), 

currencies (the tightest consecutive monthly ranges in the Euro ever), and even 

energy (crude oil has remained in a 14 percent range this year, the smallest in 20 

years) are blah. 

 

Meanwhile, investors gradually add more risk, using leverage and increasingly exotic 

vehicles to reach for diminishing returns (yield!). As usual, they foolishly chase 

performance instead of value. Economic growth, led (such as it is) by housing and 

consumer spending, is stalling out as the Fed removes stimulus, a policy that has 

desperately sold stability in order to try to buy growth but which hasn’t really 

worked. This reality suggests that investors may well have forgotten two important 

lessons from the 2008-2009 financial crisis – complexity is expensive and leverage is 

dangerous.  

 

None of this means that disaster is imminent or even that the bull market can’t 

continue apace. Fighting the Fed is dangerous business indeed. However, if the 

current lack of volatility isn’t earned, the risk had to go somewhere. In such 

situations, it usually goes into tail risk. Accordingly, per the great Yogi Berra, it feels 

like déjà vu all over again. 
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Market YTD 2013 2012 10 Years 

US Stocks (large)(SPY) 2.52% 32.21% 15.84% 7.60% 

US Stocks (small)(IJS) -0.24% 39.72% 18.10% 9.50% 

Ex-US Stocks (dev)(EFA) 2.08% 22.62% 17.22% 6.91% 

Ex-US Stocks (EME)(EEM) -0.44% -3.14% 17.32% 11.07% 

US Bonds (AGG) 2.74% -2.15% 4.04% 4.81% 

Global Bonds (FWDB) 4.23% -1.94% 7.83% N/A 

US Bonds (HY)(HYG) 3.23% 5.90% 13.83% 5.00%* 

US REIT (IYR) 11.82% 1.05% 18.36% 8.22% 

Ex-US REIT (IFGL) 1.37% 5.29% 37.32% 7.23%* 

Gold (IAU) 7.02% -27.94% 8.37% 13.17%* 

Commodities (GSC) 3.67% -1.93% -1.73% 5.35%* 

* Data unavailable; standard benchmark substituted 
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“If you don’t take some significant losses 

during your life, you probably aren’t tak-

ing enough risk.” 

(David Merkel, Aleph Blog) 

The following articles from this past week 

are well worth your time. 

 Meaning is Expensive (Above the Market) 

 Home Bias, Everywhere (Meb Faber)  

 Giving Yourself an Investing Makeover (Jason Zweig)  

 Sophisticated versus Effective (Dynamic Hedge)  

 Sea of tranquility (The Economist)  

 What Kills You and Your Investments (Barry Ritholtz) 

Data Courtesy: Yahoo Finance 
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